
So why did the apostle Paul and his fellow false apostles (Revelation 2:2)
 not know anything about Atar? They simply never sat at Yeshuwa's feet.

Here Paul influenced the intact Luke to split the original saying and
 meaning in Matthew 19:28 into two passages, that is, 18:30 and 22:28-30.
 In Matthew, Yeshuwa promised the Twelve that they will sit on twelve
 thrones judging the twelve tribes of Yisra’el when the Son of Man sits on His
 glorious throne in the paliggenesia. Paul was given no such promise.

This refers to “the new world” and is a direct reference to Y’shayahuw’s
 new Earth called Atar. They expected to go there in their own life time
 and were preparing for it. Luke makes no mention of paliggenesia.

A Glimpse Into Sterling On Atar

What unites the Law and the Prophets with the teachings of Yeshuwa the
 Anointed in the Gospels of Matthew and John, and to a much lesser extent
 in Mark and Luke, is the reality of Atar as Earth's binary counterpart. For
 those who can see it, it is all too obvious.

Atar's FIMIOL is not only visible on the western side of the Garden of Eden's
 landscape, but it belongs to a solar system of FIMIOLs featuring a binary
 sun, moon, gas giants and other planets.

 Furthermore the activities of the Niphla'iym link it to the Books of the Law
 from Genesis, starting in chapter 4, through to Deuteronomy and Joshua.

 It also appears in the Prophets, especially Y'shayahuw (Isaiah), since El
 Elyown, who is the angel of Yahuw'ah in 37:36, interacted with him as
 well as Yahuw’ah Himself. In one night He slew 185,000 in the Assyrian
  camp.

During His earthly incarnation as Yeshuwa (but not Jesus Christ) He was
 properly equipped to carry on this message. After all, it was He who
 imprinted the faded images on the landscape and in the constellations.
  It was therefore only natural for Him to revive this knowledge. To assist
 Him Yahuw'ah kept Him informed.

This knowledge is currently being renewed at an extraordinary rate.
 Y'shayahuw had no Internet, web publishing and drawing software to
 get his message across. In chapter 6:9-10 he explains why men will
 never comprehend it. See next column for a translation.

Ironically the Gospel of Matthew is dated very late by many scholars, yet
 it knows almost nothing about the teachings of Paul, just the young
 lawyer in 22:34-40 with his question involving love, and false messiahs.

How can Matthew be late, since it makes no mention of grace, hope or
 any new covenant and it also dismisses monotheism? Well, it was written
 before Sha’uwl of Tarsus came on the scene to cause trouble. The Gospel
 of Luke was written over 32 years after Matthew and Mark’s 29 years.

Until he came to Antioch, the home of OM the Dragon’s FIMIOL, there
 was no such name as Jesus Christ or 'Iesous Christos. It was just Yeshuwa
haMashiach or the Anointed. The Twelve were, in fact, anti-Christian.

In this PDF the reader may begin to gain a sense about the purpose and
 existence of planet Atar and its city of Sterling “at the centre of the
 world” or 4 E and 34 S.

It features a growing street directory, the four side views of the houses
 built for human occupation, the scene down Fimiol Way, one to the south
 of Sterling and a community to the north.

Sterling is the Yeruwshalem of Y’shayahuw’s new Earth under a different
 sky. It will host a huge auditorium over which the Glory Cloud and Fire
 will sit day and night.

Communicating such a concept was very difficult for Y’shayahuw and the
 other prophets. Isaiah 6:8-10 highlights an almost impossible situation.

“And I heard the voice of Adonay (Yeshuwa), ‘Whom shall I send and who
 will go for Us?’ Then I said, ‘Here I am. Send me.’ And He said, ‘Go and
 tell this people, “Hearing you hear, yet you do not understand, and seeing
 you see, yet you do not know.” Make the heart of this people fat and its
 ears heavy and its eyes shut, lest it sees with its eyes and hears with its
 ears and understands with its heart and turns and is healed.’”

These words were also cited in Matthew, chapter 13:13-15, as the reason
 why the multitude could not understand Yeshuwa’s parables. Christians
 and Jews are still like them. He, in fact, spoke them on both occasions,
 just as He talked to Mosheh from the Burning Bush (Exodus 3:2-3:17).

For those curious about how the relocation to Atar will take place, an
 IRV like this one will come and pick them up. The way these vehicles
 fold the fabric of space and time is a sight to see.

As usual, textual changes may be made to this PDF and other images
 and further drawings and pages added.

Tuesday, April 10, 2018
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A Typical Home In The Settlement Of Sterling

This concept drawing of a typical house on Atar was prepared using NCH Software’s
 DreamPlan Plus. The home’s dimensions are 20 ft high, 40 ft wide and 40 ft long with
 a laundry at the back. Two water tanks are located in the southwest corner.

The house corners and windows have cream brickwork surrounding them. Only the
 image on the left has them added.

Background scenery is not featured due to the shortcomings of the software. Digital
 photographs will reveal this.

Upstairs are four bedrooms accessible from the hallway behind the front entrance.
 Below on the ground floor is a spacious lounge, study, bathroom amenities, kitchen
 and dining room with a sizeable cool room. Homes are powered by 240 V electricity
 and the in-house technology is highly advanced.

Outside each entrance is a small porch into which is built relocation technology,
 enabling one to instantly visit the shops, beach, school, healing centre and other
 homes and return just as quickly. Except for IRVs used for deliveries there are no
 other motor vehicles. Streets are for walking and running and for children to play
 Where they can be seen.



Fimiol Way

These homes were constructed by Yahuw’ah’s highly trained army of city builders known as the Niphla’iym (Genesis 6:2,4)
 or “the sons of Eluhiym” (Job 1:6, 2:1). Niphla’iym means “extraordinary or awesome ones.” They are building the homes,
 factories, buildings and infrastructure on Atar. The settlements are all powered by electricity, both solar and nuclear fusion.

All houses are identical, yet well appointed for a society where everyone is equal. Each one occupies four acres of land being
 220 yards in length and 88 yards in width. The creator of this drawing is standing under his front porch.

Observe the two suns above the sea horizon. The smaller sun revolves around the main sun once in almost thirteen days. It is
 naturally much brighter than how it is portrayed. Shadows have not been added in order to keep the image simple.

This was completed on Monday, March 5, 2018 after three attempts and updated on Wednesday, July 4, 2018.

On the right side of Fimiol Way is part of the local school and community meeting place outside of school hours. In the front
 are two sets of four-portal units to and from which students, teachers and parents relocate externally, usually home.

© Wayne J. Zanker 2018. All Rights Reserved.

In order to relocate instantly to another place each person wears a collar around the base of the neck. It is flexible, light and
 made of nano-materials and fits like a second skin. Consisting of a bank of micro computers, it monitors work and play and
 features the technology for relocation.



When constructed the conspicuous House
 of Eluhiym will be a sight to behold.

The hill itself is only 46 ft high, not
 much taller than the nearby houses.

Mount Tsiyown (Zion) is not the temple
 mount, although it is identified as such.
 Mount Moryah (Moriah) is the correct name.
 This appears as a lower hill to the south-
 west of the Temple Mount in Jerusalem.

Y’shayahuw mentions the temple only
 three times (1:6, 44:28 and 66.6) in his
 entire book. As a concept the temple was not
 important to him.

However, according to Isaiah 4:5, “Yahuw’ah
 will create over the whole site of Mount
 Tsiyown and over her assemblies a cloud and
 smoke by day, and the shining of a flaming
 fire by night; for over everything the glory
 will be decreed.”

This Glory Cloud and Flaming Fire will hover
 above and cover the huge auditorium and
 be visible beyond the horizon. It will shine
 brightly. In the Hebrew text of verse 6 cukah
 means “a booth for refuge and protection”
 (BDB-697).

It will truly be a sacred mountain, holy
 beyond any mountain or hill on Earth. And it
 will keep people on their best behaviour.

Bear in mind that ancient prophesies can
 have multiple fulfilments, each with their
 own variations.

This is the constellation of Hercules and
 the star in the yellow square is called
 72 Herculis. It is a yellow dwarf star,
 the same size and luminosity as Earth’s
  sun.

Prior to September 3, 1947 CE, this was
 where Y’shayahuw’s new heavens and new
 Earth existed. Unable to communicate the
 reality, they were put at the end in the
 final two chapters. Yet they permeate his
 entire book, making it a literary unity.

On its surface he physically stood close to
 where the House of Eluhiym will be built
 in the near future. His gut feeling about
 the site was very strong, for he saw this
 building and longed for Yisra’el to repent.

None of it will ever happen locally. Yet
 he had no other way to express what he
 saw except to talk about his own country.

For example, the landscape on Atar has
 no mountains and its hills and valleys are
 fairly low and shallow. In 40:3-5 he wants
 Palestine’s topography to reflect this. A
 voice calls out demanding this happen.
 In reality it is saying “Get ready to go to
 this new Earth and see Yahuw’ah’s glory.
 There all flesh will witness it together.”

When Yohannan the Dipper (John the
 Baptist) cited this passage, he, too, was
 saying, “Get ready to go.” The new Earth
 has always been in the thinking of the
 Prophets, as it was in Adonay Yeshuwa’s.

Why the change to zeta TrA? Perhaps it is due
 to the northern hemisphere rejecting it too many
 times.

Australia’s indigenous people are a covenanted
 people, but with Yeshuwa the Lamb-Man rather
 than Yahuw’ah (John 10:16).

They have a spiritual connection with the land
 where they feel its energy and call it their mother.

They also have an openness to other life in the
 heavens. From childhood the present writer has
 enjoyed a long history with this people.

He alone has been quantifying daily energies
 based upon the date of Earth’s installation in
 its current orbit. Already those calculators are
 being adjusted to reveal what will happen
  energy-wise on Atar.

Australia is his home. For the Exodus to occur,
 there needs to be line of sight between Earth
  and Atar.

So zeta TrA is the logical choice. According to the
 FIMIOLs at 39 06 25 North and East, its solar
 system has other planets and gas giants. And
 its binary sun makes for extraordinary sunrises
  and sunsets.



This simple drawing is meant to highlight the view south of Sterling. There is vegetation on the hills and trees on
 the plains and houses too. This area will used as a playground for the young and provide relaxation for others.
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During the biblical Exodus IRVs like this
visited the Middle East up to 250 million
times delivering Manna to the Yisra’elites
[up to 20,000 IRVs x 313 days x 40 years].
Consider the logistics involved, nearly all
at night.
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The sacraments of Holy Baptism and the
 Last Supper’s Body and Blood Covenant
 Meal were meant to prepare for a move
 there during the first century CE.

All three attempts succeeded and they
 took Scriptures and texts with them.
 However, Rome prevented many from
 leaving during the major exodus in 65
 CE. Now time is running out. Humanity
 is looking for another planet on which
 to survive. So a fourth attempt is being
 planned.

Forty light years is a long way to travel
 in a moment of time. Under 72 Herculis
 it was forty-seven light years. Yet the
 IRVs on the left made each trip and back
 from Heaven or a very distant planet.

Admittedly it sounds insane to even think
 about this, let alone publish it. Yet did
 not Y’shayahuw walk around naked and
 barefoot for three years (Isaiah 20:3)?
 Why is he taken so seriously?

If not for his insights into the Suffering
 Servant, he would probably be ignored.
 Nonetheless even this has been taken
 out of context and made the be-all and
 end-all of his writings. Yiremyahuw said
 he was a laughingstock (Jeremiah 19:7),
 yet his prophecies came true.




